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• Budget cuts put “Support scheme for business development in developing countries” under pressure 

• Risk-mitigating support enables continued development efforts to realize RE projects

• IPPs invest substantial costs in the development phase with long and unpredictable timelines 

• Effective use of aid funding – catalyses substantial renewable investments

• Setting long-term, result-driven priorities for the scheme is key to trigger increased RE investments

• Framework agreements

• Targets for climate effects and investments

1) Risk-reducing measures during projects’ development phase 

Norad support catalyzes substantial investments in renewable energy

Country Norad support (USD) Investment (USD)

Egypt 676 959 450 000 000

Mozambique 231 020 76 000 000

South Africa 71 372 142 000 000

Ukraine 338 049 154 000 000

Pakistan 5 494 830 100 000 000

X 664

X 329

X 1989

X 456

X 18



• The Norwegian Climate Fund

• Risk-reducing elements + first-loss mechanism 

• The Norwegian Guarantee Scheme

• Develop the guarantee products in Miga and ATI

• To bear catalytical effects, guarantee schemes must cover risks beyond what is currently available in the 
market.

• Guarantee Schemes can cover part of possible losses => reducing risks (creditworthiness, PPA etc), enabling 
international equity and debt financing and realization of more renewable projects

• Key goal: Make more projects bankable!

2) Risk-reducing measures enabling financing

Guarantee schemes can make more projects bankable



Estimated covered annual combined energy needs – based on country-specific 

average energy demands for each category. 

Since the IPO in 2014, Scatec has invested NOK 34 billion in RE projects 
in emerging markets – with positive development and climate effects
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Installed capacity (GW)

Providing substantial development effects…

…while saving GHG emissions

Annual savings 5.2 MMTCO2eq p.a.

…and providing significant government savings

Households 7.8 million p.a.

Industry sector jobs 3.3 million p.a.

Students (lightning) 1.6 million p.a.

Health stations 1,300 p.a.

0.4

2014 2017 Today

0.8

3.5

Equals annual emissions from 1,114,000 passenger cars.



Cross-sectoral collaboration Key actors

• Improving framework conditions and 
visualize repeat business potential

• Example: Denmark & Vietnam

• Strengthened coordination of 
“Virkemiddelapparatet” centered
around consolidated priorities:

• Improved coordination between 
NFD & MFA

• Norwegian representations with 
proactive business promotion 
mandate 

• Competence building over time 

• Nordic cooperation opportunities

3) Long term-risk mitigation

Creating synergies within “Virkemiddelapparatet”
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• Norad: risk-mitigating support with 
catalytical effects 

• Norfund: co-investor

• GIEK/ Eksfin: financing guarantees

• Norway’s diplomatic missions: 
support in the markets

• Organizations working across actors, 
building capacity and fostering 
debate

Mocuba, Mozambique



1. Taking climate action in developing countries is urgent. To reach the goals of the Paris agreement, it is critical what choices we make 

today to cover tomorrow’s energy needs. Renewable energy must be at the cornerstone of that transition.

2. To realize renewable energy projects in emerging markets, risk-reducing support schemes and predictable framework conditions are

decisive.

3. Support to renewable energy projects in developing countries is efficient use of state money – for the climate, development and 

Norwegian export. Scatecs’ projects are testimony to the success of such support schemes.

What we advocate for:

a. The Support for Enterprise Development in Developing Countries should be strengthened with more funds and increased predictability.

b. The Norwegian government can help address a major obstacle to RE build-out in EM: access to financing. Norway should contribute to 

enabling access to financing for renewable projects in developing countries in order to realize more renewable projects than the market 

allows today.

c. Norway should launch a targeted approach for strategic sector collaboration in selected emerging markets, in order to contribute to 

improving the framework conditions for renewable investments.

Executive summary: Key messages
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